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The meetina was called to order at 10 a.% 

AGENDA ITEM 9 (mntinued) 

GENERAL DEBATB 

Mr. ALLEYHE (Dominica): It is a pleasure and an honour to 

congratulate you, Sir, on your election to the presidency of the 

General Assembly at this session. You and your country, Saudi Arabia, have 

consistently played a significant and responsible role in the affairs of the 

Organisation, and most dramatically in the last 12 months. I express the 

greatest confidence in your ability to guide us throught these critical times 

and pledge my country's full cooperation. You will no doubt be inspired and 

encouraged by the support which the Assembly gave to your predecessor and by 

the distinguished manner in which he discharged his mandate. 

It is a special pleasure, too, for me to welcome to membership of this 

world body the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People's Republic of 

Korea - a cause which my country espoused in this body as long ago as 1984. 

The membership of these countries further reinforces the international 

character of the United Nations and will doubtless contribute to the deepening 

of a constructive dialogue not only between the Koreas themselves but in other 

areas of dispute as well. We congratulate them, while expressing full 

solidarity with their efforts towards unification. We also wish to welcome 

Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of 

Micronesia. 

This first year of the final decade of the twentieth century continues to 

be dominated by good news. With few exceptions, the revolutionary changes 

which are transforming the world's economy and the relationships between 

nations are taking place in a spirit of cooperation, of mutual respect, of 
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hope for a new world order in which the world will SO@ itnelf 81 a ringle, 

interrelated, interdependent organism in which the responsibility of each 

nation towards all other nations is given reel meaning. Regional integration 

movements should be perceived a8 steps towards thim objective and should 

receive the greatest possible support from the International community. 

It ie withln thir context that we call upon the partiee to tho ( rflicta 

in the Middle East to seize the unique opportunities offered by the current 

world context to bring lasting and juat peace to that troubled region. The 

time may never again be as propitious. Confrontational attitudes cannot 

guarantee, ultimately, lasting security and peace. Only mutual respect 

between neighbours, the just distribution and utilization of resoutceb, and 

balanced development can do this. The United Nations as an organisation and 

its Member nations must use whatever influence they have to prevail upon the 

leadership of the nations and factions in that region to move away from their 

well-knovn and advertised preconditions and towards greater openness and 

trust, even a willingness to take risks, without which progress is not 

possible. 

The world community, not least the third world, must renounce the use of 

force as a means of resolving regional disputes. This would reduce 

significantly expenditure on armaments of all kinds and divert the resources 

released thereby to development. 

I pause here to applaud the recent initiative of President Bush towards 

deepening the nuclear disarmament and to welcome the Soviet Union’s largely 

positive response. Dominica would like to see the good will engendered by 

these actions lead to further and more rapid progress in disarmament talks. 



Until racoatly, dovolopmnt has boon unclort8k.n without ronritivity to 

l tlVirOWlltAl itWQ8Ct8. ?h. r~SUlt8Cbt pollution 8nd dotOrior8tion b8vO 

imp8ct.d not only on thorn8 countrlor which h8ve rm8p.d th8 boaof~t8 of 

devolopmont but on 811 of UI. The rorirt8nco of tha doveloping countrior to 

the inrirtont dom8adr of the indurtri8lirod world th8t w  the poor of the 

world murt now c8rry the burden of oovironmontsl protection ir both rstional 

and underrtaadable. 
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The protection of the l nvlrorment in the interart of the wholo world 

cannot be at the expense of the development prospects of the poor of the 

underdeveloped regiona of the South while the poop10 of the dovelopod North 

enjoy to the full, end erclusively, the benefits reaped from the almost total 

depletion of the natural resources of their regions, which took place over the 

last two centuries but which har had a tremendous, deleterious effect on the 

entire world. The peoples of the industrialised countries must, in justice, 

not only work for a halt to environmental deterioration but also assist in 

very concrete waym in bringing the peoples of the developing world into a fair 

share of the benefits of development. 

The matter of third-world development is closely related to the matter of 

human rights, another legitimate concern of the international community. We 

are very pleased to see the remarkable growth in respect for human rights and 

democratic practices that has characterized the past decade both in Eastern 

Europe and in our own hemisphere of the Americas. We emphasize, however, that 

this search for democracy cannot be sustained. far less triumph, unless it is 

accompanied by economic advances and improvements in the social conditions of 

the peoples of those countries. The agencies of the United Nations and the 

world community in general need to be more sensitive to the development needs 

of the developing countries, and more especially to the need for development 

of human resources through education, training and the transfer of 

technology. But the urgent and basic human needs of the world’s poor demand 

imnediat.e attention. 

That brings me to the tragedy of Haiti, a country which, after a proud 

start as the world’s first black republic almost 200 years ago, and after 
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decades of the harshest imaglaablo roprorsion under the Duvalier dictatorship, 

was beginning to IBOO the light of a nw day of hope. Prorident Aristide had 

been instsllod after the first fro., fair and open election that country had 

exper lanced. The economy remained in a shambles, with no realistic 

expectation of early proaperity. but at least with a commitment on the part of 

the President to work assiduously towards taking his country “from misery to 

poverty” as an itmnetdiate goal. The democratically elected Government forswore 

privilege and prestige and identified with the plight of the people, with ths 

rule of law, and with respect for human rights. 

All hope was dashed on 30 September 1991 with the news of the bloody 

military coup and the arrest and exile of President Aristide. We thank God 

that at least his life was spared, and we pay a tribute to the Ambassador of 

France in Haiti for his courage, and to the Ambassadors of th? United States 

and Venezuela for their intervention in that respect. 

The violent and illegal interruption of the democratic process in that 

sister Caribbean republic cannot be tolerated. At this time when democracy is 

being expanded and consolidated in the hemisphere, and after we have 

successfully resisted and prevailed over similar acts in Trinidad and Tobago 

and Grenada within the Caribbean, such a reversal is wholly unacceptable. The 

Organization of American States has undertaken very firm action in response to 

these events, action which has the full backing of Dominica, and I call on the 

United Nations and its Member States to join with the countries of this 

hemisphere in isolating the illegal regime in control of Haiti, 

diplomatically, economically and commercially, and in taking such other action 

as may be necessary to bring an end to that illegal regime and to reinstate 
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(l!Q..Lhllut-~8~ 

President Arirtido to his legitimate suthority as tho duly and democratically 

elected head of that Caribbean republic. 

President Arirtido has called on his poop10 to have confidence in the 

international conmnunity. Let us honour that call and not betray the 

confidence of the peop~r, of Haiti. Let us, with General Colin Powell, 

Chairman of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff, let incipient military 

dictators know that democracy demands that military professionals must 

“subordinate themsolves totally to the will of the people and their elected 

representatives”. 

Developments in South Africa give cause for cautious optimism. We shall 

continue -0 monitor the situation and to respond to developments as appears to 

us appropriate. In the meantime, Dominica maintains economic sanctions 

against the minority regime in that country while applying flexibility in 

other areas such as cricket, vhere we have backed the re-entry of South Africa 

into international competition. We look forward to the day when South Africa, 

under a democratically elected Government, can take its full and rightful 

place in the international community. 

We are thankful that the prevalence of international terrorism which so 

characterized our world only one vear ago has to a great extent retreated. We 

cannot, however, afford complacency. Terrorism is a scourge on the vorld 

community and cannot be justified on any grounds. Until it is eradicated 

altogether and all the hostages, who are among the greatest victim3 of 

terrori im, have been released, the commitment cf the international community 

to fight the scourge must b- sustained. 

No less dangerous, and ck rt.ainly not in retreat, is the problem of the 

international traffic in narcotic drugs. This problem continues to plague the 
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world, not least the Caribbean and American repionr. The effectiveness of 

coordination between nationa, l specially in interdiction and in forfeiture of 

the proceeds of the trader must bo enhanced if we are to enjoy succes8 in our 

efforts. The principal attraction of the trsde is the incredible profit with 

it brings to those who participate in it, and we shall not realire real 

success until wo succeed in making the risks inherent in the trade greater 

than the financial attractions attendant on it. 

As with most commodities in international trade, it is not the producers 

of the raw materials who reap the benefits of the trade. Thus, the peasants 

who grow coca, opium poppies or marijuana receive less than 1 per cent of the 

street value of the final product. It is not beyond the ability of the 

international community to so stabilize the price for the narrow band of 

commodities on which most developing countries depend as to make it more 

attractive for peasants to grow such traditional export crops as coffee, 

cocoa, bananas than to grow marijuana, coca or opium poppies. 

We in the Caribbean are particularly vulnerable and must work ever more 

closely with our neighbours in this struggle for survival. In this context, 

our neighbours are, most immediately, the countries of the Caribbean, Latin 

America and North America, including France with its Caribbean Departments. 

However, in the broader context of development, Dominica views the entire 

world as its neighbour and emphasises the critical importance of 

interdependence, cooperation and policy coordination in the interests of world 

peace, stability, security and development. The principal task of the United 

Nations in the last decade of the twentieth century must be to undertake the 

coordination of the integral development of all nations, the elimination of 
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(Cltmh) 

the fUtdUnt8i CWJIW Of COIIfliCt - prhrill, @Xpl3it@tiOh miWU8t d 

undorclovolopwnt - end the univerrol adoption of a now concern for 

international equity, which, ae f&r a8 Dominica ie concornod at thir moment, 

must start with an adequate rigime within the turopean l in910 market to come 

into effect in 1993 to protect the vital fnterests of the ems11 

banana-producing l conomier of the Windward Islands, in which endeavour our 

neighbour6 in Centre1 and South America must recognise a responsibility. 
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Gtr_Cas~aXW~ (Bahmm) 3 I m happy to congratulate you 

warmly, Sir, on your election to the presidency of the General Asrembly at its 

forty-rixth eerrion. The Rnhamas in confident that, given your vart 

experience and diplomatic skills, you will lead this aerrion to a successful 

conclusion. 

I take this opportunity to express deep appreciation to your predecessor, 

Mr. Guide de Marco, the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of Malta, for the excellent manner in which ha presided over our deliberations 

at the forty-fifth session. 

Our Secretary-General has given much to our Organizatfon and we owe much 

of our success in the past year to his wise leadership. The Bahamas wishes to 

record its appreciation for his untiring efforts as a champion of peace. As 

he demits this high office, the Bnhan,as wishes to pay the highest tribute to 

this great son of our Latin American and Caribbean region for his enormous 

contribution to this Organization. Among his greatest legacies will be his 

dedication to fostering the social and economic development of developing 

countries - a noble legacy indeed. 

I wish also, on behalf of the Government and the people of the Bahamas, 

to welcome the Republics of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, North and South 

Korea, the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall 

Islands to membership in the United Nations. 

Only two weeks ago the first democratically elected President of Haiti, 

the Reverend Father Jean-Bert:and Aristide, proudly addressed this Assembly. 

He, and indeed all of us, held great expectations then that Haiti had finally 

closed the door on its political past and stood poised in the sunlight of 

democracy, ready to challenge the international community to live up to its 
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promises and obligations to render real aconomic support to the fledgling 

Haitian democratic Government, without which it could not survive. 

Today I am forced tr, join the world community in condamning the betrayal 

of Haitian democratic ideals by the military. This latest attempt to wrest 

power from the duly elected and constitutional Government of Haiti is 

particularly bitter to those of the region who played SO intimate a part in 

the rcalization of Haitian denocratic elections less than @ne year ago and who 

witnessed the inauguration of President Aristids in Pebruary of this year. We 

call on thoae who have seized power in Port-au-Prince to recant and 

immediately restore constitutional order to the Republic, to bring those 

responsible for the loas of life to justice and to allow Haiti to continue on 

its path to genuine growth and development. We call for international 

solidarity in the pursuit of this goal and we urge speedy action to end the 

suffering of the Haitian people. 

The decade of the 1990s has already proved to be one of tremendaus 

revolution, as evidenced by dramatic charqes in the international political 

landscape. At no time in history has there been a more widespread quest for 

freedom and democracy. Consistent demands and pressure to dismantle apartheid 

have set the wheels of change in motion in South Africa. The proud people of 

Namibia celebrate the first anniversary 3f nationhood and the German people a 

year of reunification as the aspirations of the peoples of Latvia, Estonia and 

Lithuania to independence have been realised. 

We also welcome the success of the United Nations-sponsored peace 

initiative in El Sal:.ador and we hope that the parties will observe the letter 

and the spirit of the agreement so that the people of El Salvador can enjoy 

t-he benefits of peaceful de;relopment. 
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(&At CAmret MaUxmtd, Il.ahama~ 1 

Although at trrmendour colt, interaatioael action ropellad aggrerrioa lo 

the Peraisn Gulf and upheld the bsrlc tenets of the Charter of the United 

Nntionr . Today the noversignty and the territorial integrity of Kuwait are 

preserved. 

We welcome the initiative6 currently under way to bring all Staten 

involved in the question of the Middle Cart to the negotiating table. We 

reiterate our suppott for an international peace confarence to addrerr the 

right of all States to exist within secure and racognired boundaries. in 

accordance with Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) end 338 (1973). 

We commend the Govsramentu of Belire and the Republic of Guatemala on 

their negotiations, which have now resulted in the establishment of full 

diplomatic relations. We welcome this development, fully cognizant of the 

tremendous potential for enhancing the peace and security of the region. 

These dramatic developments on the international political front have 

opened new economic opportunities and challenges for the global economy. It 

is particularly urgent now that countries with weak economies be granted a 

fair opportunity to participate in the benefits to be derived from now trade 

and investment initiatives. 

It will be recalled that during the last session of the Assembly I 

announced that the Bahamas had introduced a new investment prcgranuns designed 

to encourage the flow of foreign investment capital. I hm pleased to inform 

the Assembly that new legislation is soon to be completed: 

“An Act to encourage the establishment, conduct and expansion of 

enterprises and investment in designated areas of the islands of the 

Bahamas by the granting of certain exemptions and fiscal incentives to 

persons engaging in such enterprises or invest.ment”. 
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This kind of economic initiative is particularly important to the development 

of the Bahamas and the economic advancement of its pecple. 

The Bahamas remains deeply concerned over its lack of access to 

international resourcea on a ccncessionary basis and its exclusion from 

official development assistance. Therefore the Bahamas welcomes the 

Enterprise of the Americas Initiative, whose proposals on the management of 

external ..dbt, investment promotion, trade liberalization and the environment 

are critical to the development of countries in the region. We would 

encourage other developed countries to undertake similar initiatives and to 

make benefits available on as wide a basis as possible, including all 

countries in the region. The Bahamas hopes that the necsssary resources 

required to render the American Initiative effective are y  It in place in a 

timely fashion so that the gains might stimulate new, important economic 

activity in participatory States. 

The Bahamas regrets that the last round of negotiations of the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) did not achieve qlobal agreement, and we 

hope that the process will be given a further opportunity so that the trade 

concerns of all countries, especially the developing countries, can be 

addressed towards the enhancement of international trade relations. 
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The international drug trade ha8 gonersted social, economic and political 

problems of such msqnitude that the global comnunity is obliged to continue 

inverting vast efforts and raeources in combating it. 

It is evident that a well coordinated and properly financed plan, 

rupportod by the comnitment of Governments, is required if intornRtiona1 

efforts against the dru9 menace are to be successful. The Bahamas hea 

therefore enthusiastically supported the increased emphsris on 9alvaniring the 

framework for international cooperation in drug control in recent years, 

resulting in the establishment of the United Nations narcotic drugs Global 

Prograrkme of Action. The efficacy of the Heads of National Drug Law 

Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA) system is evident. The international drug 

control treaty regime is now more complete folloving the adoption of the 

1986 United Nations Convention a9ainst Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and 

Psychotropic Substances, and significant blueprints for drug control 

generated the very important Global Programme of Action. 

We are confident that the international co.nmunity will build on this nev 

foundation to the fullest extent. The Bahamas can be counted upon to play its 

role at the international, regional and bilateral levels, and ve hope that the 

success which we have achieved through cooperative efforts will be an example 

to others. We would be happy to share our experience with other Member States. 

As an archipelagic State, vhose principal industries are tourism and 

fisheries, we have among our highest priorities the preservation and 

protection of the environment and the maintenance of a sound ecosystem. We 

endorse the development of a multilateral approach to the protection of the 

environment which vi11 recognize the needs and concerns of all countries for 

sustainable development. To this er I, we look forward to the 1992 Conference 

on Environment and Development and the adoption of international conventions 
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(Sh-XlM!Q !Au!maML~Bahsnar ) 

on blodiverelty and cllmata change. My Government viaha to acknowledge tha 

assistance extended by the United Nations Cnvlronmant Proqramm, the Onitad 

Nations Development Proqrarrme and the donor cormeuaity to enable developing 

countrien to participate in the preparatory procorr for the Conference. We 

hope that contributions will continue so as to allow for dovalopinq countries 

to be adequately represented at the Conference itself. 

Regrettably, the most appropriate forum for global action again finds 

itself severely handicapped by its financial situation. State5 must resolve 

to give the United Nations the financial resources it needs. 

When my country entered the international family of nations 18 years ago 

my Government made a conmnitment to respect the basic principle8 of 

international law and the Charter of this Organisation. We noted then that we 

entertained no illusions of grandeur about the potential of small States like 

the Bahamas to influence world affairs. We remain committed, however, to 

enhancing the work of the United Nations and its potential qreatnesa and 

influence. We call on all Member States to do likewise. 

In 1992 the Bahamas will commemorate the quincentennial anniversary of 

the encounter of two worlds, which is an inesca.pable part of our history. By 

virtue of the first landfall of Columbus in the new world at San Salvador, the 

Bahamas became the first known part of the new world, a historic fact in which 

Bahamiana take a great deal of pride. The first event of our official 

calendar took place recently with the arrival of the Japanese reproduction of 

Columbus’s f  laqship, the “Santa-Ha.ria”, at San Salvador. This visit, to be 

followed by a year-long programme of activities, including exchanges in the 

Bahamas involving countries from every region of the world, will highlight the 

importance of st.ren7t.h and diversi?.y of the cultures of the world. The 
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Bahwnar ia particularly pleased that 80 many Stater have agroed to participate 

no th3t we may place the last 500 years in their proper perspective. 

Peace and security ere of the utmost importence to human development end 

advancement. They are also important to the improvement of economic l tebility 

and the arrest of stagnation end recession. 

The elusive economic recovery, which hes occupied mo much time and 

discussion over the lest yeer end e half, recovery from which bonefits would 

flow to developing countries, seema to defy the prognosticationr of the 

sages. An atmosphere of fear, rabre-tattling and uncerteinty will not promote 

the economic conditions we all long for and require to allay the problems 

which beset our couatrias. He prey for and work towar&s the promise of 

favourable times. 

The great English r.oveliat Charles Dickens, writing in 1859 of a Europe 

faced with the challengea of industriel and politics1 revolution in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, entered into literary immortality the 

lines: 

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times - it was the age of 

wisdom, it was the age of foolishness”. (&~@Ju 9f Two C&J-) 

To paraphrase Thomas Paine, it was indeed a time that tried men’s souls. 

Tumultuous times are once again upon us, and, as they were 200 years ago, 

they are again centred in Europe. As then, the tremors of Europe’s tumult are 

felt in the Americas, in Africa and in Asia. But troubled times are always 

times of great opportunity, as Dickens recognised all those years ago. We 

must look at these times as seasons of light and springs of hope. 
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&i~pm~mm&A (Solomon Irlaadrlr Mr. Prorldont, allow mo to 

bogln by wermly congratulating you on your eloctlon to prorId over thir 

forty-rixth 808rion of the United Nation8 Conoral A88embly. Your l lovation to 

this high office 18 a demonstration of the confidence which thir body ha8 in 

you (18 It8 President. I look forwsrd to working closely with you durlng your 

term in office and to a rewarding Unltod Nation8 Goneral A88ombly 8088ion 

under your esteemed leaderrhip. I 8hould also like to exprerr our admiration 

for the dirtingui8hed service rendered by your predace88or, Mr. Guido do Marco 

of Malta. 

St is a priVileg8 and honour to stand before thi8 )r88embly and addresr 

the nation6 of the world. My message, which h88 been the conristanc theme of 

past speeches delivered by lmader8 of the Solomon I8lands privilogsd to rpoak 

from this famous rostrum, ha8 been one advocating peace in the world because 

Solomon Island8 believe8 that this is what the United Nation8 stands for3 

“peace in the world, and good will among men”. Peace ia the source of 

bountiful goodness from which will come true prosperity and balanced 

development in the world. 

Peace and freedom for that matter cannot be found in statistics or 

mathematical equations, nor is it a matter for scientific investigation. It 

is rather a matter of attitude and belief - a behaviour pattern governed by 

the mind and from the mind. President Gorbachev of the Soviet Union links 

world peace and reforms in his own country. The 1990 Nobel Peace Prize winner 

claims that 

“if pe.resfrQln fails, the prospect ot entering a new peaceful period in 

history will vanish, at least for the foreseeable future”. 

Solomon Islands joins other nations in congratulating President Gorbachev 

and the people of t-he Soviet Union (Jn their bravery and courage despite 
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confusion and the threat of disintegration brought about by the coup attempt 

last August. Solomon Xslandr views with Interest and concern the wave of 

chsnges that are taking place in Eastern Europe. It uelcomes the move towards 

democratisation thst is taking place in the Soviet Union to allow the Baltic 

Republics to decide their own destinies. It is our hope that, with tho 

process of democratiration already spearheaded by the Soviet Union, the 

industrialired countries of the West will work together to bring about similar 

changes in Eastern Europe and other nations of the globe that have aspired to 

similar reforms. 

Small countries such as Solomon Islands which aspires to better the 

living environment of its people in the context of international development 

would therefore ask for understanding and assistance to help us live and 

develop the way we ourselves want to live and develop and not as others would 

want us to live. 

This is of course quite contrary to certain current beliels and practices 

in a number of Pacific Islands today. He. the people of the Pacific, would 

strive to live harmoniously together and not to see the people in some of our 

islands struggling to live the way others expect us to live. The freedom to 

live and govern ourselves is the greatest aspiration of our people. What ue 

in small countries ask for is the right to believe in ourselves; the right to 

make up our own minds: and the right to practise what we believe. These 

surely are our sovereign riyhts. We are in the United Nations because we 

believe in : eaceful coexistence and we pledge to play our part in whatever 

small way ve can to assist in the realization of true peace and harmony in the 

world. 
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Sometimes it appears thnt salfishners has overruled godliness and I feel 

it behoves small countries like Solomon Islands to point that out to the 

world. I believe it is the duty and function of small countries to do this aa 

bi99.r nations at times neem to get blinded and tangled rip in problems of 

their own design and makiny. 

We have recently seen in the Gulf war the most swiftly executed military 

victory, on this scale, in history. The United Nations played an important 

role in that victory and continues today to play a leading peace-keeping role 

in the aftermath of that war. 

May I humbly suggest, however, that this world will not see the last of 

military warfare and confrontation of this nature as long as wealthy countries 

continue to manufacture and sell weapons of destruction around the globe, 

proliferating what the Prime Minister of Norway in her speech to this Assembly 

two weeks ago called on “arms culture” in the world. 

Within some false notion of greatness and economic well-being, some 

countries continue to manufacture and sell destructive weapons harmful to 

mankind. By doing this they are in fact abusing their God-given talents in 

searching for destructive weapons rather than for peaceful ends, yet they 

pride themselves in the achievement of these destructive powers at the price 

of human life. 

Ironically they justify this abuse of human talent and knowledge as being 

necessary for man’s survival. Some would indeed argue that it is necessary 

for the protection of freedom that democratic nations should at least keep 

abreast of the developments in the manufacture of effective deadly weapons so 

as to be in a St-ate of vigilant preparedness. 
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Peraoaslly. I would rmthor l tsnd by the Word of the Lord and msyf 

“they that take the mword l hall perish with the mword”. ( nr xQWR.Ulm, 

Matthew 26 I 52) 

So ho who boli,jvom in nuclear bombr and nuclear weapons will be destroyed by 

them. 

Tho and of the cold war botvoen the mupet-Povorr should in itself be a 

timely reminder and a clear moosago to the romt of thm vorld about the fallacy 

of relying on the powor of atomic bomb8 and nuclear weapons a8 instruments of 

peace. 

The recant l uccemmful efforts by the United States and the Soviet Union 

tovardm dimarmament and woaponm reduction are praiseworthy. Mr. Bush deserves 

the highest commendation of thim world body for his leadermhip in the bold 

steps he unilaterally took recently in cutting down United States nuclear 

arsenals of destruction, as does the refreshing and encouraging positive 

response from Mr. Gorbachev and the Soviet Union during the last few days. 

The world greeted such good news as bringing fresh hopes of peace, only to be 

stunned at the knowledge of the apparent ability of certain countries to 

enrich the uranium supply for the manufacture of nuclear bombs, and to cast 

doubts once more on the future of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the 

possibility of halting the spread of atomic weapons in the world. 

Be that as it may, Solomon Islands would still say that all nations 

should by now have signed the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. If  France and 

China can now commit themselves to becoming parties to the Treaty, why not the 

rest of us for the sake of world peace? 

In the field of environment and environmental control, which has emerged 

in the past few years as a subject of special interest capturiog world-wide 
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l ttmntion at thin time (albeit perhmpr l littlo too late in mome partm of the 

world), dovelopio9 countriom are taking l tock of the damape done to their 

natur8l habitat in the ladimcrimInste exploitation of their land and mea 

renourcem by unmcrupuloum foreign buminemm interemtm reekinp quick fortuner 1x1 

log9in9. mining sad ffmhlng vonturom. 
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In the South Pacific, our meam have been plundered unmercilully with huge 

purr.-seiner aad ugly drift-aotr that acoop up every living sea - and 

rometimer land - crenturm in their paths, dircardinp in their wake tmgled 

mamaem of not-merhieg, which have become known aa “walla of death”, trapping 

all fish and marmral species to death. Our hills and valleys have become 

denudad of forert treer and foliage, with no attempt by the “exploiters” in 

most cases at re-afforestation in the aftermath to replenish nature’s 

handiwork. 

In many inataoces, we who live in the developing countries are blamed for 

the destruction of our environment and have been haraaaed about the need not 

to pollute our seas and air, when it is wall known that it is the 

industrialised countries that are mainly responsible for the destruction of 

the environment. 

In a “business-as-usual world” - a concept harboured and jealously 

protected by one or two of the most industrialited nations for political and 

economic reasons - global warming and greenhOUS8 gas emissions of carbon 

dioxide and other gases into the atmosphere continue at rates unprecedented in 

human history. And, alas, it is now well established in scientific research 

circles that it is we, the inhabitants of the island countries of the Pacific, 

Caribbean and Indian Oceans and our children of the future, who live four feet 

above the sea--water level, who will first disappear f  rom the face of the Earth 

in the event of sea-level rise in four or five generations hence. 

The trend shows that man is no longer part of nature, in which he could 

feel and live harmoniously in a natural environment with the flouers, birds 

and animals. The anarchist tendency in man has risen above iris natural self 

so that he forgets who he really is, destroying his environment and eventually 
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himrelf. The burning oilfields of Kuwait continue to toll ua the sad tale, 

spewing black smoke and poisonous gases into the atmosphere for years to come. 

The island countrier of the Pacific, in particular, are looking forward 

to a successful outcome of the forthcoming United Nations Conference on 

Environment and Development, to be held in Brazil in June 1992, and hope: (8) 

that the proposed Agenda 21. a wide-ranging instrument containing objectives, 

activities and measures of implementation for specific action proposals, will 

be agreed upon by all Member States, and will serve as a binding agenda, 

reflecting a political commitment of all Member States to achieve sustainable 

development, both nationally and internationally; (b) that all Member Stater 

agree to the proposed Earth/Rio Charter, which should declare the general 

principles by which governments and peoples should conduct themselves in 

relation to each other and to the environment and ensure our common future in 

both environmental and developmental terms; (cl that an effective framework 

Convention on Climate Change will be achieved, containing appropriate 

commitments and addressing all sources of the problem, including sea-level 

rise and greenhous gases: and (d) that there will be agreement on the 

pr!nciples for the management, conservation and sustainable development of all 

types of forests, leading also to another related framework convention. 

In this regard, the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) at the United 

Nations has already been playing an active role and has made notable inputs in 

the negotiations during the First and Second International Negotiating 

Committee meetings, held, respectively, in Washington, D.C. in February 1991 

and in Geneva in June 1951, and again in Nairobi during the third meeting that 

ended last week. Future sessions will be held in Geneva and possibly in New 

York at later dates. At the saJr,e time, small island States have actively 
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participated in the previous sessions of the United Mstionr Conference on 

Environment and Development and will continua to do 80 at its fourth and flnal 

Preparatory Committee meeting next March sod at the Rio tarth sunnit in June 

1992. 

With ouch a background scenario of the world we live in, &no wondera 

about the meaning of n “new world order” ns advanced by our world leaderr and 

as coined by the Preaident of the rtnited States of America. Mr. Bush gave 

assurance in this Assembly two weeks ago that his vision of the new order doc*e 

not include the notion of m crmeriw. However , a8 a small country, Solomon 

Islands is still concerned. 

Does it mean a ahift of allegiances and control among the bigger Powers 

of the Earth in a rezoning of our world into new regional spheres of 

influence, or is it to be a vision of cooperation and common world endeavours, 

in which all countries, big and small, contribute to peaceful coexistence and 

harmonious living? 

Is it a new order in which the more poverful nations strengthen their 

stranglehold over others less fortunate so as to dictate and rule through 

dominance of the latest technologies in military power maintained in strategic 

areas around the world, where it would be relatively easy for them to 

jeopardize other initiatives from within that could bring about alternative 

peaceful lifestyles? 

The worst scenario vould be a new world order in which military 

priorities rule over world spending of billions of dollars, while millions of 

people starve and die from want of food, better housing and living 

conditions. It is very sad to see human beings in our streets being degraded 

to homelessness, not necessarily - as it is often said - because of some brain 
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injury or rlcknormr not even becsure of drugs, siaco drugs are in nany cae88 

the result, not the cause, of the problem. Homelerrnerr is cauled by wrong 

economic orientation and planning, not nscerrarily racial disorder, and 

cer,talnly not ICocauro of a lsck of human intetlligenco. 

What will the now world order mean in tormn of trade devcsiopment and 

economic prarpority in a world climate of today, in which the United Gtater of 

&wrlca 8ee1 a fire trade sono for the America8 to include Canada, Mexico and 

eventually countries of South America, while Europe - nou to include the new 

nations of the Eastern bloc - talks of a consolidation of the European 

Cormnunity into one mould, exercixing new freedoms of movement and monetary 

arrangements hitherto unknown? 

mat will happen in Asia, with its teeming million8 of people, and what 

role will the adjacent island country of Japan play as the most powerful and 

economically successful nation in the world today? 

And where and how will the small island CountricE of the Pacific region 

manage in IQ world in which the bigger countries appear to be creating 

exclusive Qconomic and posatbly military defensive zones for themselves? 



Indeed, this very concern touchor fuadamentally the issue of the 

protection and security of the world’s small Statsa. The IJnited Wationr 

Charter contains many srticles vhich, if affectively Implsmnted, vould 

provide certain reassurances in the safeguardlag and security of small States, 

especially the small island developing countrlem of the Pacific, Caribbean and 

I odlan ocebns. 

In particular, Members of the United Nations should facilitste the 

implemeatstioo of Chapter VII - Articles 39 to 51 .- of the Charter, dos1gned 

specifically to deal with the existence of any threat to peace, breach of 

peace or act of aggression under the marldate of the Security Council. The 

Secretary-General should play a more active role in the spirit of Article 99, 

so that In cases of low-level security threats, for example, he could 

positively respond to requests from smali States. feeling themselves to be 

under some threat from other States, by imnedlately sending mission6 or 

alternatively officials of the United Nations Secretariat to asse8s the 

situations in those countries. Such action would indeed give the United 

Nations a peace-making as well as a peace-keeping role. 

At a workshop on the protection and security of small States, sponsored 

by the Commonvealth Secretariat and held in the Maldives from 5 to 6 Hay 1991, 

it vas recommended that serious consideration be given to the establishment of 

either a permanent or an ad hoc United Nation8 force that could be activated 

under Chapter VII of the Charter for international security needs. It wns 

also suggested at the meeting that a United Nations force of a rapid-response 

nature, under the direct contol of the Secretary-General, be established to 

meet, on request, the security needs of small States. The activation of such 
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a force could bo at the initiative of the Secretary-General in consultation 

with the Security Council. 

President Bush proposed at lest year’s General Assembly that the United 

Nations strengthen its ability to respond positively to requests from Member 

countrier by providing electoral assistance, which up to now has boon done on 

an ad hoc basis, aa in the cases of Nicaragua and Haiti. Solomon Ielaric:s 

strongly supports the United States President’s proposal and at the c~ame time 

would ask that similar consideration and conmnitment be qiven by the United 

Natioas to the protection and security of small States in line with what I 

have just outlined. 

After all, it is likely that more countries would be seeking assistance 

for protection and sec*lrity than would need electoral assistance. 

Furthermore, since last year’s resolution 451150 was adopted by the General 

Assembly, it would be quite in order this year to formulate a resolution to 

accommodate such sentiments as I have outlined on the issue of the protection 

and security of small States. Solomon Islands is determined to work with the 

Republic of Maldives in formulating such a resolution, which we believe will 

have universal acceptance in this world body. It is most encouraging to read 

the Secretary-General’s report, which recognized the intrinsic characteristics 

of these small States needing special measures for attention and support and 

which pointed out that the international community has a vested interest in 

safeguarding their interests. Small States certainly have a limited capacity 

to provide for their own security. Such a resolution would be complementary 

to the resolution suggested by Japan on the establishment of a United Nations 
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reportiaq system to enhance the transparency of international dealings in 

arms-traasfors and world-vide security irsuom. 

Iriaally, in the South Pacific te9lon, life remains ostensibly the mame 

when seeo from afar - comparatively simple, peaceful and calm. Yet perhaps 

this ir why we should be more concerned, because it could mean wo are going 

backwards rather than forwards, since nothing can remain static in this 

world. The twenty-second South Pacific torum Conwnuaiqui issued after thm 

Pohnpei meeting in the tedorated States of Micronesia held on 29 to 30 July 

1991, reiterated the main concerns of the region to be: economic development 

and trade prospectst environment with special emphasis on sea-level rise1 

security aa it would affect the whole region; decolonirationt and the region’s 

approach to global irsues. I have to a certain extent already elaborated on 

aspects of these same issues earlier in my statement. 

Our people continue, for example, to be concerned greatly over the 

practice of driftnet fishing and dismayed by the French bomb tests in our 

waters. These grievances are as great today as they were yesterday and in 

yesteryears. We are therefore heartened to learn of attempts in the United 

States Congress - both in the Senate and the House of Representatives - to 

legally outlaw driftnettinci, which has become regarded as the scourge of our 

seas in the Pacific. 

We are happy that, in our part of the world, the Republic of Korea and 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea were recommended for membership by 

the Security Council in its resolution 702 (1991) and conseguently admitted by 

this Assembly in the early part of this session as full Members of the United 

Nations. Solomon Islands is confident that this world body will in the near 
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future moo e reunification of these two nations an one democratically governed 

nation, ninca t.hey are In fact one people. 

Solomon Islands also welcomer the admission of the Baltic Republics of 

Cstonis, Latvis and Lithuania to membership of the United Nations. We look 

forward to working closely with the now States a8 they take their rightful 

places amongst all nations represented here. 

We are delighted at the 8ame time to welcome the admission of our 

neighbouring Pacific Island countries of the Federated States of Micronesia 

and the Republic of the Marshall Islands as full Members of the United 

Nationm. It strengthens our faith in the United Nations as being truly 

concerned with the wishes of people in the world who genuinely desire 

independence and the opportunity to govern themselves. Solomon Islands looks 

forward to working closely with our brothers and sisters of these two young 

nations both here at the United Nations and in our region 1 home in the 

Pacific. 

On the other hand, we continue to be greatly disappointed with ?rance for 

its nuclear-testing programme in the Pacific. We therefore once again call on 

France to put an end to this programme. Horeover the recent “knighting” of 

the Rainbow Warrior sabote..: . . *.rl Mafart, while at the same time appearing to 

be saluting his award with another bomb blast at Mururoa Atoll, is a crowning 

act of selfish defiance and belittling by France of the South Pacific nations’ 

concern for their environment and legitimate rights of livelihood. 
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Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, former Prime Minister of the United Rlngdom, in 

answer to a question from the audience while delivering a lecture at the 

Economic Club of New York held at the Empire State Building on 19 June of this 

year, said: “the ?rench have protective tendencies”. Our experience of the 

French colonial attitude in the South Pacific as demonstrated in New Caledonia 

has taught us people of the region that this is very true, and we regret very 

much that, as history reveals, all the good and admirable French flavour and 

lifestyle are likely in tho end to be lost in our region because of this 

attitude, as has happened elsewhere in other parts of the world. 

On the question of independence for New Caledonia, Solomon Islsnds was 

Proud to be a member of the Ministerial Mission mandated by tho South Pacific 

Forum to visit the Territory. Wo are grateful for the cooperation received 

from the French Government and the interested groups within the Territory 

during the MLssion’s deliberations. 

The report of that Ministerial Mission, which X hope will be distributed 

to this body soon, highlights positive steps taken by France in implementation 

of the Matignon Accord, in particular its cooperation with all sectors of the 

population to promote equitable aocio-political and economic development in 

the Territory. Solomon Islands sees these measures as a move in the right 

direction and encourages France to continue discussion with all the parties 

involved in New Caledonia in preparation for an act of self-determination 

consistent with the United Nations principles and practices, in which all 

options, including independence, would be open, and which would safeguard the 

rights of the indigenous Kanak and other New Caledonians. 
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. 
(Sir 

' Solomon Islands) 

Solomon Islands vould like to see greater interaction between New 

Caledonia and the independent countries of tbe South Pacific. Xt supports tbe 

call by tbe South Pacific Forum for increasing contacts and for participation 

by New Caledonia and other Preach Pacific Territories in the Forum-initiated 

advisory committees. meetings, seminars and workshops. 

The Solomon Islands Government welcomes the positive developments within 

South Africa. We look forward to the time when the phenomenon of apartheid 

will truly be extinct and a united, non-racial South Africa vi11 be accepted 

into this community of nations. However, vhil@ ve commend President De Klerk 

for the steps he has taken to dismantle apartbeid, black South Africans 

continue to be deprived of their rights. their freedom and tbeir lives. My 

Government reiterates its full support for tbe maintenance of comprehensive 

sanctions against South Africa until there is clear evidence of profound and 

irreversible change in South Africa. 

Solomon Islands velcomes the new developments in tbe attempts to achieve 

a comprehensive political settlement of the Cambodian problem. He urge all 

parties concerned to cooperate in reaching as quickly as possible a resolution 

of that conflict. 

As the term of office of the Secretary-General will sooa come to an cad, 

I should like to pay a tribute on behalf of the Government and people of 

Solomon Islands to tbis eminent person. Mr. Perez de Cuellar's long 

association vith this Organisation in various capacities is well known, and 

his leadership ia his present capacity has been outstanding and deserves the 

highest praise of the Assembly. Mr. Perez de Cuellar came as the 

Secretary-General at a time when the challenges facing the United Nations were 



iIWltPllS0. The sccompllstunentr durlnq hla tarm In office, Includinp the 

adoption of a plan for the termination of the Iran-Iraq war, the conclurlon of 

the Geneva Agreements, the withdrawal of Soviet Union force8 from Afghanistan. 

and the bringing of independence to Namlbla, demonstrate 

Mr. Perez de Cuellar’s outstandIng diplomatic skills end able leadership. He 

will be leaving behind a world body more optimistic about its role and more 

hopeful for world peace. Hay I wish him great successes in the future. 

I should like to conclude by emphasizing that all Member countries lrere 

at the United Nations, big or small, are admitted as equsl partners in an 

endeavour to preserve and protect all that is good for our people of the world 

- as our Charter reminds us: 

“to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war . . . and to 

reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of 

the human person” - and the right of freedom for all mankind. 

The United Nations of the 1990s has shown its coming of age in fulfilling 

certain obligations of the Charter, as with the recent developments in the 

Middle East crisis. Member countries appear to have regained their sense of 

balance in favour of shared interest in promoting the wall-being of the 

peoples of the world. Adversar ieF of the recent past have found the humility 

and strength to put aside their differences in favour of acting and speaking 

together for the general good of mankind. 

Today the spir It of gJd.mpfi and transparency has opened the door for 

optimism about the future of mankind. I pray that this vorld body does not 

miss this opportunity to build a world community which will be the pride of 

naLlons and our children of the future. 
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ThR .p@ID1KT ( interpretation from Arabic) r The Arrombly wi 11 now 

hear a rtatemont by the Chairman of the Military Council and Council of 

Min istarr of the Kingdom of Lesotho. 

Haj~r -Gvarral .Rllar...P~snana..Ramau?a, Chairman-pl-tiv-MilFtacy-.C~mcil 

and .CPuncil..pL_MInirf;orr of the ~ingO~sf..Lonntho,lrar_rr~r~~Q- the 

rQs_trlKll. 

ADDRRSS BY MAJOR-GENERAL RLIAS PHISOAHA RAMAEMA, CHAIRMAN OP THR MILITARY 
COUNCIL A#D COUNCIL Ot MINISTERS OP THE RINGDOM O? LESOTHO 

T-m (interpretation from Arabiclr I have great pleasure 

in welcoming the Chairman of the Military Council and Council of Ministers of 

the Kingdom of Lesotho, Major-General Elias Phisoana Ramaema, and inviting him 

to address tho General Assembly. 

klr.dlAklAW (Lesotho) : This year the General Assornbly holdr itr 

forty-sixth session in a world that has undergone a historic transformation. 

Various events that have occurred since the last session of the Assembly have 

generated in humanity a new atmosphere of hope for the United Nations, which, 

to be sustained, will require equally momentous decisions by our Organisation 

to create a better world for mankind. 
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I tako singular pleasure in welcoming the IBCWO~ new Member States to our 

family of nations. Their presence among us will enrich our Organisation and 

land credsnce to the universality of the United Nations. 

The emerginy new world order will remain on a shsky pedestal am long as 

the task of reducing the world’s arsenals of war and mass destruction - a 

vestige of the cold war - remains the exclusive responsibility of the 

super--Powers and not the universal concern of the international community as a 

whole. We need a new strategy for disarmament, one which would involve global 

negotiations on the balanced reduction of all categories of arms, including 

conventional armaments. 

We view as another positive measure requiring urgent international 

support and encourayement the proposal for the early establishment of an 

international register of arms sales under the aegis of the United Nations, 

The Government of the United States deserves our congratulations for 

carrying a step forward the ongoing process of gradual super-Power disarmament 

through a bold programme of unilateral measures, announced recently by 

President Bush. We equally applaud the reciprocal positive response thereto 

by President Mikhael Gorbachev. We hope that this move will add new impetus 

to the international efforts to create a world that is free of weapons of mass 

destruction. 

Although the end of the cold war has opened up new horizons for world 

stability and cooperation and diminished the dangers of global conflagration, 

situations flowing from the old era still remain which, if met with 

complacency, will continue to threaten peace and security an3 to undermine the 

universal character of the new world order. 
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As we cast our eyes towards Aria. we 800 la Cambodia a country that har 

suffered a decade of vicious fighting and the frustration of stalled peace 

talks. We welcome and encourage the peace initiatives of the Aarociatioo of 

South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN). We applaud the United Nations framework 

document of 1990 which was erldorsed by the Security Council in its resolution 

668 (1990). It is our belief that a solid foundation has now been laid far 

the holding of United Nations supervised elections scheduled for next year 

which wi 11, it is hoped, definitively contribute to a comprehensive and 

lasting solution to the Cambodian problem. 

Events in the Middle East continue to highlight the urgency of the early 

convening of the peace conference on the Middle East. The world is eagerly 

awaiting the moment when the people of the Middle East - Arabs and Israelis 

alike - will join the rest of mankind in building a new world order based on 

reconciliation, tolerance, cooperation and security for all. 

Lesotho fully supports the peace initiatives that are being pioneered by 

the United States, which appear to have won the backing of all the Arab States 

in the region. We call on the State of Israel to be part of this process of 

peace and reconciliation. 

The developments in Lebanon and Western Sahara have raised some hope that 

the restoration of peace and stability is within reach, thanks to the patient 

and untiring efforts of the Secretary-General, Mr. Pirez de Cuhllar, and of 

the Organization of African Unity. We hope that similar success will be 

realized in Liberia and in the Horn of Africa in the near future. 

Our region in southern Africa has not lived in isolation from the current 

international climate of peace and reconciliation. Diplomatic efforts iu 
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Angola and Uorambique, hovever tenuous, have made breakthroughm that put the 

people of theoe sirter couatrier on a firm path towards peace, atability and 

national reconciliation. 

We remain concerned, hovover, at the unpredictable and volatile situation 

in South Africa. The uncertainty generated by the continuInq widespread 

violence has neon compounded by the faltering progrera tovardr negotiatitiKj a 

constitution for a truly democratic South Africa. Although the legal bedrock 

of apartheid has been smashed through the repeal of a series of discriminatory 

laws, rubetantive obstacles remain in the vay of making the end of apartheid a 

tangible reality for the people of South Africa. It is only vhen a 

constitutional framework is arrived at, giving full voting rights to the 

majority population in South Africa on the basis of one-man, one-vote in a 

unitary nation State, that the world and the people of South Africa vi11 

regard apartheid as dead and buried. 

We urge all the relevant parties in South Africa, in particular 

President De Klcrb Iad the leadership of the African National Congress of 

South Africa (ANC), the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC) and other 

political formations, to regain the momentum of the initiatives set in motion 

since February 1990 and to live up to the responsibilities of their historic 

mission for the future of South Africa. 

The new world order of peace and cooperation carries with it not only new 

opportunities but also newly defined responsibilities and obligations for the 

international community. It entails a uev agenda and a collectively held 

vision which we must consciously consolidate in order to make its aims and 

values universal. 
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We believe that the now uorld order rust be one that piver equal 

opportunity and security and that protects the legitimate interests of all 

Statem, irrespective of sir. or ethnic Identity. It must be based on 

universal respect for the rights and freedoma of all individuals and be 

positively disposed toward6 a just dlstributlon of tha benefits of 

civilisation, 

A global consensu8 has already emerged on the merits of popular 

participatian in economic and political decision--making as a starting point 

for world stability and a foundation for a prosperous world free from national 

and regional conf 1ict.s. 

Hany nation6 - especially those in Eastern and Central Europe and in 

AZ rica - are today marching on the road to democracy. This is an experiment 

of momentous significance that requires due support of and nurturing by the 

United Nations. 

Our Orpanfration has always recognired the right of peoples to 

self-determination. Thus, for democracy to take root it is imperative that it 

should not be a coercive prescription from outside, but a culmination of a 

people’s free will from within. 

Central to the success of democracy in those of our countries with 

party-political pluralism is the question of a free and fair election. The 

United Nations, by virtue of its prestige and neutrality, is uniquely placed 

to assist electoral processes in emerging democracies through activities 

ranging from observance of ?he elections to the provision of technical 

assistance. Accordingly, my delegation fully subscribes to General Assembly 

resolution 451150, adopted at the last session, entitled, “Enhancing the 

effectiveness of the principle of periodic and genuine electirjns.” 
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I wish to take this opportunity to inform the Assembly that preparations 

are advanced for the holding of democratic elections and the return to 

civilian rule in Lesotho during 1992. 

The recent bloody coup in Haiti culminating in the overthrow nf a 

democratically elected Government is a dangerous precedent for the rurvival of 

emerging democracies. The United Nations is in duty bound to act and stand 

firmly in opposing this and similar threats to democratic order and 

constitutional legitimacy. 

It is our hope that under the new world order the norm of popular 

participation and democracy will include an international dimension that will 

promote the need to build an international economic and political system that 

is also democratic. 

We uc)uld, in particular, like to see more meaningful and fruitful 

contacts between the developed and developing countries to redress the current 

imbalances in the world economic order. 

The various initiatives already taken to alleviate the burden of exterual 

debt and debt-servicing for developing countries have to date yielded 

negligible reaulta. We hope that the ongoing dialogue within the Paris Club 

and other forums will result in more imaginative and action-oriented 

strategiea to salvage the situation. 

The final review and appraisal of the implementation of the United 

Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development 

1986-1990, carried out here at United Nations Headquarters in early September, 

clearly demonstrated that the Programme had very little positive impact on 

Africa’s economic performance. It failed to rally the expected international 

suppurt. for Africa’s reform efforts. 
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It is imperative that both the African countries and the international 

comnunity dsmooltrate a serious commitment to the new, successor arrangement. 

Its success will depend greatly on enhanced donor-conmnunity support for Africa. 

Today the issue of the environment is at the centre of the agenda for t.ho 

future of mankind. We are confident that the forthcoming World Conference on 

Environment and Development will result in a consensus on strategies for 

collective international action on the future protection and preservation of 

the world’s environment. 

In conclusion, allow me to pay a tribute to our Secretary-General, 

Mr. Javier Pirez de Cu6llar. Under his stewardship during the past 10 years 

our Organisation has been able to lead mankind across the threshold of the new 

world order. He will forever be remembered in the annals of the history of 

the United Nations. 

Xhe (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly I wish to thank the Chairman of the Military Council and 

Council of Ministers of the Kingdom of Lesotho for the statement he has just 

made. 

Maior General Elibg Phisoana Ramaema, Chairman of the Military Council 

pnd Cmcil of Ministers of the Uioadom of Lesotho, was escorted..from the 

rostrum. 

Mr. SAHLOUL( (Sudan) (interpretation from Arabic): It is my pleasure 

to convey to you, Mr. President, on my own behalf and on that of my 

Government, our warm congratulations on your election cU ,:-side over the 

forty-sixth session of the General Assembly, which brings us together to 

discuss all international and regional issues that are of concern to all the 

international community. You, Sir, are a highly experienced diplomat U~CJ ha:; 
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l arvod tbo Orqaalratloa for many yaara. Uo have known you aa a f  tland to al 1 

and mm a brother from a fraternal country to which WV era bound by tIos of 

blood and tho Irlamic! toligion a8 well a8 by a comn culture.. 

* Mr. Ragbeni Abeito Hzengeyn (Zaire), Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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Above all, we have known you to be a courageous and experienced diplomat 

in dealing with many of the intractable questions addressed by the 

Organisation over the years. We congratulate you on your accession to this 

high post and we have full confidence that you will conduct the deliberations 

of this session in an exemplary manner. 

I also wish to express the deep appreciation of my delegation to your 

predecessor, Ambassador Guido de Marco, the Qorejgn Minister of Malta, who 

conducted the affairs of the last session with wisdom and dfficiency. 

We also renew our thanks to Mr. Javier P&ret de Cuhllar, the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, for his outstanding efforts in 

consolidating the foundations of international peace and security in a 

difficult year that witnessed the eruption of thorny problems which threatened 

to undermine international and regional peace and security. 

It is also my pleaaure to express the happiness of my delegation at the 

accession to the membership of the United Nations by the Republic of Korea and 

the Peoijle'a Democratic Republic of Korea. We hope that this positive 

tendency will lead to further efforts to unify peacefully and through 

negotiations the two Koreas with a view to achieving stability, security and 

prosperity in the region. 

We also express our happiness at the accession to the membership of the 

United Nations by the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia and 

the three Baltic Republics of Latvia, Estonia ,rnd Lithuania. We are confident 

that with the accession of this group of friendly nations, the Charter of the 

United Nations is entering nowadays upon a new era and is being rejuvenated. 

The events in East Europe have highlighted the sanctity of two of the 

principal foundat.ions of the United Nations Charter, rlornely, the right of 

self-determination and respect for human riqhts wherever man may live. 
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At the beginning of this session, we must pause and consider what 

happened at the last session , namely, the tendencies that prevailed in that 

session and the effects they had on the deliberatio.ns that took place in the 

General Assembly, its Main Co&nittees and subsidiary bodies. 

We believe that the forty-fifth session of the General Assembi, was one 

of the most important in the history of this Organization. That session 

witnessed the postulation, for the first time, of the so-called new world 

order. This, in our view, means the radical reconsideration of the 

relationships that used to prevail in the world on all the strategic, 

military, economic, social and human levels. In other words. this menas that 

the international community is at the threshold of a new phase in the history 

of humanity in the course of which many of the concepts that used to prevail 

in th, Past will be changed. We do hope that that change will be positive and 

imhu, 4 with lofty humanist ideals like the prevalence of justice for all, the 

application of one standard to all, and the preservation of the human dignity 

of all peoples, by allowing them to exercise their right to self-determination 

and refraining from interfering in their internal affairs. Above all, this 

Organisation should be enabled to play a constructive and positive role and 

should not be used as a mount to achieve the narrow interests of any one 

nation or group of nations and should not be driven away from its principles 

and objectives which ensure justice for all. 

The establishment of a new world order should not be the exclusive 

prerogative of the developed and militarily strong countries. It is a major 

transformation in which every nation should take part, in the interest of the 

small countries. The destiny of the world should not be shaped by an elite 

group of States which enjoy having great economic, industrial, technical and 
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military power. We should not revert to the days of old colonialism, no 

matter how it may change its skin, or its techniques in imposing its influence 

on others. IU the contemporary concept, we are all partners that bear a 

shared duty and a common responsibility to enable future generations to lead a 

decent life and to enjoy the fruits of human creativity and tbe blessings of 

an advanced civilisation. whose goal is the happiness of mankind and not its 

continued material aud spiritual wretcheduess. 

On the basis of the foregoing we Call for enlarging the permanent 

membership of tbe Security Council, with members of the non-aligned countries 

being given a place by rotation. la that way, this important group of nations 

will be able to take part in the preparation of resolutions which have a 

bearing on international peace and security. We call for this as we are 

convinced that the Won-Aligned Movement has become more important to its 

members than ever before in view of the rapid changes that are sweeping over 

the world these days and the talk in international forums regarding the 

emergence of a new world order that does not seem to pay sufficient attention 

to the interests of the small countries. 

In this respect, we cannot but express the hope that, this time, the post 

of Secretary-General will be given to one of the sons of Africa. This would 

demonstrate the international community's respect for ana confidence in the 

African continent and its devoted sons, many of whom have exerted great 

efforts towards preserving international peace and security. 

We hope that this session will be inspired by this constructive spirit in 

pursuing its work and shouldering its responsibilities. This would emphasize 

the partnership of the entire international community as a whole in shaping a 

better future for future generations. We hope that this session will thus 
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enhsnce the importance of the United Nations and make it the main fulcrum that 

shnpes the destiny of the world. 

A few months ago, Sudan celebrated the second anniversary of its NatIonal 

Salvation Revolution. In those two yearn, Sudan ham witnessed radical 

transformations which have helped the country to break out from the sphere of 

the old power-hungry forces and their strife. The revolution continues its 

determined march towards building a new society, enhancing national unity, and 

expanding and stabillting the democratic process through consultation and 

dialogue. The revolution is moving resolutely towards power sharing and 

wealth distribution after the application of the federal system to the 

provinces. We hope very soon to establish the constituent national congress. 

We hsve already made adequate preparations for that congress and have 

organired a conference in which all parties participate3 in order to eliminate 

the problems that were left behind by previous regimes. These problems will 

be dealt with on a sound basis. 

The overriding concern of our revolution is to bring about peace to all 

parts of the country. My country has witnessed an armed conflict that was 

imposed on it after it gained its independence in 1956. 
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Therefore, the revolution, from day one. made a point of establishing 

contact and is still in contact with th% rebel leaders. At prssent, ue 

maintain high-level contacts through the good offices of Mr. Ibrahim 

Babaugida. the President of the Republic of Nigeria, in his capacity as the 

current Chairman of the Organisation of African Unity (OAIJ). with the aim of 

ironing out the differences between fellow countrymen in a spirit of African 

fellowship. 

While thanking Mr. Babanqida from this rostrum. we wish him every success 

in his good offices. We also call upon the rebel leaders to heed the voice of 

reason and the mother country and desist from being tools in the hands of 

foreign Powers so as to spare the people of Sudan and further suffering. We 

should work hand in hand to develop every part of the country and ensure its 

progress on the economic, social and human levels. 

The central Government in Khartoum is quite prepared, at all times, to 

negotiate in good faith and put an end to this conflict which has bled the 

country for long enough. The only way to do this is to adhere to the spirit 

of the Conference of National Dialogue on Peace Issues, which convened in 

Khartoum in September of 1989. 

Here we should point out that the recent developments in Ethiopia have 

led to positive tendencies which must reflect favourably on the prospects of 

peace in Sudan, and bring it nearer than ever before. However, this can only 

happen through concerted efforts and sincere intantions. 

This year has witnessed rapid, dramatic international and regional 

changes which have amazed many and put paid to many of the theories and 

strategies which prevailed in the past. As I said before, we are now at the 

threshold of a new era in the history of the world. 
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sn the Arab region, there has been the Iraqi-Kuwaiti dispute and the 

resultant war that devastated the resources and capatilities of two sister 

States. This war opened wide the doors of the region to foreign intervention 

and paved the way for ushering in the so-called new world order, which we hope 

will not be applied selectively to certain peoples and Governments while 

others are left outside the realm of international laws and norms which they 

flout continuously. Indeed, we cannot understand why the new world order 

should mean, for example, the continued imposition of sanctions against Iraq, 

and the consequent continued deprivation of its people, its children, women 

and elderly citizens, of food and medicine. We cannot understand how a new 

world order could be ushmred in through the total distruction of Iraq's 

infrastructures and the prevention of that country from enjoying its national 

wealth through a system of unfair and harsh control. 

In the Horn of Africa, many developments have taken place and resulted in 

the uprooting of obsolete tribal regimes that had sold out to foreign Powers 

and betrayed the aspirations of their own peoples. Those major developments. 

which shook the region, were bound to have certain negative effects: such as 

the refugee problem, widespread suffering and the displacement of 

populations. However, these pbenomena should not last forever. 

From this rostrum, we congratulate the Ethiopian people on their 

admirable national achievement and assure them that we will always extend a 

helping hand in their march towards attaining their aspirations. 

As for the developments in Somalia, we hastened, in cooperation witb 

other sister States to do all we could to end the dispute there, in order to 

enable the Somali people to preserve their national identity and territorial 

integrity without leaving a loophole for any harmful foreign interference. We 
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ara fully confident that the people of the sister country of Somalia will be 

able to solve their own problems with wisdom and solidarity. 

Given our keen interest in preserving the security of the region and 

ensuring the welfare of its peoples, we are intent on encouraging and 

enhancing dialogue between the countries of the region through regional and 

bilateral channels in order to improve the chances of peace and make optimum 

use of our material and human resources. The cancellation of visa 

requirements between Ethiopia and Sudan was meant to intensify exchanges for 

the mutual benefit of both countries. 

The ongoing developments in Central and Eastern Europe are conclusive 

proof that peoples' aspirations and their desire to safeguard their traditions 

and human values should be respected. Such aspirations cannot be supressed by 

the force of arms or by subjugation to theories and regimes that are dictated 

from the top and which are divorced from reality. Freedom is not divisible 

and people's capabilities should not be wasted in running after slogans that 

are divorced from human nature. 

We sincerely hope that the peoples of Central and Eastern Europe will be 

able to solve their pending problems, through constructive dialogue, and 

preserve their economic, social and human achievements. We also hope that 

that region will remain. as ever, a safety valve that preserves international 

peace and security and the champion and friend of the small and developing 

countries that aspire to achieve their economic and social development without 

any unfair diktat, domination or spheres of influence. 

In the same vein, we hope that the people of South Africa will realize 

all their aspirations after political equality and social and economic 

justice. Therefore, we still adhere to the Declaration on Apartheid and its 

Destructive Consequences in Southern Africa (resolution S-1611) of 1989, and 
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call for its full implementation together with its programme of action, in 

order to end apartheid. 

Consequently, we believe that the lifting of all sanctions and boycotts 

against the Government of South Africa should be reviewed and dealt with 

cautiously, despite the promises made by the Government of South Africa and 

the steps taken by that Government towards the abrogation of apartheid laws. 

In the end, we hope to see the black and coloured people of South Africa 

enjoying all the privileges enjoyed in that part of the African continent. 

Mention should be made here of the importance of the tripartite agreement 

signed recently between the leaders of the African National Congress, the 

Inkatha Movement and the Government of South Africa in order to end the 

violence in that part of the continent. 

We have spoken about the right of peoples to self-determination and their 

right to preserve their heritage and human achievements. This leads us to the 

tragedy of the age, namely, the tragedy of the Palestinian people, who have 

been dispossessed and driven out of their lands and subjected to all kinds of 

repression and brutality by the occupying Power, Israel. 

The question of Palestine has been and still is a severe test for the 

international community and the credibility of its organizations. For more 

than 46 years the Palestinian people have been subjected to the most brutal 

forms of occupation and oppression. Every single day, their human rights are 

being violated by the Zionist regime. 

Furthermore, the Israeli tax policy imposed on the occupied Arab 

+nrritories, since 1967, is contrary to all international laws and conventions 

both in its assessment and methods of collection. That tax system is one of 

the harshest measures of collective punishment. Its measures are decreed by 

the military authorities. They are based on exaggerated arbitrary assessments 
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of tax liabilitier and are implemented under the guise of a tar-collection 

system that : 1 enforced, most sggrossively end nrbitrarily, by the army, 

security force8, custom8 authorities and military courts. 

It is evjdent that the escalation of thin type of repreasion through 

taxation ir a further attempt by the authoritise of occupation to blackmail 

the Palertinians, to wear them down, weaken their ability to make savings, 

deprive them of the mesns of livelihood and pro-smpt any possibility of their 

building an independent national economy. Xt is alao meant to tighten the 

noose further with the aim of breaking the spirit oE their i~&Jf&& and 

forcing them to surrender or leave the country. 
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Despite all this, the Palestinian people have shovn great caurage and 

heroism. The children of the intifadab are arill being martyred daily. 

Peace and security will not be brought to the Middle East unless and 

until Israel withdraws from the occupied Arab territories, and unless and 

until the Palestinians achieve their full and undiminished rights, the 

foremost of which is the establishment of their own national State, under the 

leadership of the Palestine Liberation Organisation [PLO), the sole, 

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. Meanwhile, the PLO has 

continued to adopt a positive and constructive stand from which it took many a 

positive and constructive initiative with the aim of achieving a just, lasting 

and comprehensive peace in the area. 

Despite all this, the entire international community can testify to the 

obduracy of Israel in continuing its occupation of the West Bank, the Gaza 

Strip, the Syrian Golan aad southern Lebanon. Israel continues to bring in 

tens of thousands of Soviet Jewish immigrants and continues to build 

settlements in the occupied territories. It continues to obstruct by every 

means the convening of the peace conference. It does so by imposing 

preconditions, preventing the Palestinians from taking their rightful place in 

the peace process and marginalizing the role of the United Nations, in naked 

defiance of international legality. 

We strongly support all the sincere efforts being made to convene an 

international peace conference on the Middle East to be held on the basis of 

Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), and from this rostrum 

we call upon the permanent members of the Security Council to force Israel to 

come to the negotiating table without arrogance or prevarication. 
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Right must be upheld. Just as the international community implemented 

fully every single resolution adapted by the Security Council in the context 

of the new world order, we look forward to the same zeal in applying the same 

standards in the case of Israel which has uprooted the Pe'.estinian people, 

usurped their land and violated every international norm and law. 

Shall we keep silent forever? Shall we close our eyes forever? 'Bow long 

will favouritism continue at the expense of others? Prom this rostrum, we 

support the latest resolutions adopted by the PLO in Algeria. We do hope that 

the United States of America, the Soviet Union and all the other interested 

countries will be able to make a success of the forthcoming peace conference, 

and thereby restore the full rights of the Palestinian people and neighbouring 

Arab countries and r-e-establish peace, stability and security in the region. 

Other international and regional issues are still in abeyance. The 

situation in Afghanistan is still unsettled. We still hope for a broad-based 

Government and for the noble Muiahideen to unite, frustrate all foreign 

conspiracies and thereby enable the Afghani people to choose freely the 

political and social system they wish to live under. 

In Cambodia, we hope that the spirit of Jakarta will prevail and enable 

the Supreme National Council, headed by Prince Sihanouk, with the help of the 

United Nations, to bring about a lasting and comprehensive political 

settlement. 

My country takes great interest in the problem of the environment, in 

view of its close links with development. We wish to voice our deep concern 

at the dete:*ioration of the environment in many areas. We refer especially to 

the depletion of the ozone layer, the unsettled climatic conditions which 

prevail in the world, drought, desertification, other natural disasters, the 
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poisons released into the atmosphere by certain industries in some developed 

countries and the resultant damage to agriculture and development. We pin 

great hopes on the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 

scheduled to take place in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. We hope tbe 

Conference will achieve concrete results that would lead to the preservation 

of the environment and indeed of human life. We in Sudan have established a 

national committee to prepare for the conference and to participate 

effectively in its deliberations. 

At the economic level, the deterioration of the economies of the African 

continent has reached a critical stage. The important chanqes that have taken 

place in international relations have not led to a parallel detente in 

international economic relations. We know that the poor countries still 

suffer from their usual problems of indebtedness, adverse trade conditions and 

sluggish economic development. Africa has suffered one natural disaster after 

the other over the past few years. Those continuing national disasters have 

led to a severe plunge in its export revenues at a time when the continent 

stands in dire need of the resources required to finance imposts whose prices 

have been inflated. Unless and until the terms of trade improve in a fair and 

equitable manner, the economic situation of the African countries will 

deteriorate further as most of them have to earmark about 90 per cent of their 

export earnings to finance the importation of absolute necessities at the 

expense of their ability to invest in development projects. 

The debt burden has plagued both developing and developed countries 

alike, and has had a very negative efSect on the development efforts of the 

developing countries. Foreign debts continue to swallow up most or even all 

of the revenues of those countries in many cases. Five years have passed 
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since the United Nations adopted the Programme of Action for African Economic 

Recovery and Development. 

We now notice that the African countries have adopted the required 

policies and taken the necessary measures to make structural changes, despite 

the heavy social and political cost involved. However. the requirements of 

economic reform are not confined to austerity measures and structural 

reforms. It also requires financial inflows that measure up to the size of 

the problem. 

My delegation is in complete agreement with the final review and 

appraisal of the implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action for 

African Economic Recovery and Development. Following the failure of the said 

programme, we call for the acoption of the proposal with regard to the 

implementation of the international agenda on cooperation with Africa in the 

1990s. We also hope the current negotiations in Uruguay will succeed. 

The Second United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries was 

held last year in an atmosphere of understanding and resolve to cooperate with 

those countries and assist them in overcoming their economic troubles through 

the implementation of the programme for revitalising their economic 

development. The programme is based on a sound and comprehensive scientific 

understanding of the problems involved. All parties should be committed to 

participate in its implementation. 

My delegation wishes to commend the Paris Declaration and calls upon on 

the least developed countries, the international community and the secretariat 

of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (IRKTAD) to play 

their full and positive roles in the implementation of the programme of action 

an the basis of shared responsibility and the consensus reached at that 

Conference. 
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My delegation would like to CoInmend the programme fOF special economic 

and disaster relief assistance. The United Nations has contributed, throuqh 

the assistance given by the donor countries and various organisations, in 

relief operations. In Sudan, the international community, as represented by 

the donor countries aa organisations, has continued to play its humanitarian 

role in relief operations in some parts of the country, as well as for those 

who were uprooted and forced to leave their homes. In #is respect, I can 

only hail the resolution adopted by the General Assembly in its last session 

with regard to the third phase of Operation Lifeline Sudan. 

Mention should be made also of the visit to Khartoum by Mr. James Ingram, 

Executive Director of the World Food Programme and of the subsequent visits to 

Khartoum and Nairobi by Mr. James Jonah, Under-Secretary-General, Department 

for Special Political Questions. The purpose of those visits was to provide 

foodstuffs to the area of Al-Nasser and the Sudanese nationals who had 

returned to it after the collapse of the Mengistu regime in Ethiopia. 

The Government of Sudan has shown its readiness to enable the World Food 

Programme. international and non-governmental organisations and donor 

countries to provide that aid on humanitarian grounds, despite the fact that 

most of those returnees still carry arms against tine State of Sudan. 

The rebel movement still holds tens of thousands of children in camps 

with a view to training them to carry and use arms and uses them in 

transporting munitions and matiriel in complete disregard of the repeated 

appeals by the international community. We must point out here the dangerous 

nature of such practices which should be unmasked so that the international 

community may be made aware of the acts perpetrated by that rebel movement. 
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The Government of Sudan has expressed its willingness to assist in the 

relief operations and agreed to United Nations proposals on phase three of 

Operation Lifeline Sudan. Up to the present and regardless of the 

non-compliance of the other party, the Government of Sudan, given its 

responsibility towards its people, has responded, now as in the past. and met 

all the requirements for the slxessful implementation of that important 

humanitarian programme. This will continue to be its policy. 

While we welcome the report on the United Nations programme on emergency 

assistance in tbe Horn of Africa and commend the implementation of part of 

that programme. we call upon the donor countries and organisations to continue 

to finance the programme for the present and the coming year. 

We must reiterate here the readiness of the Government of Sudan to 

discuss all questions of emergency relief with all the Governments concerned, 

but without compromising the sovereignty of our country which has always 

cooperated in showing respect for the dignity of the people of the Sudan. In 

this context, I must refer to the statement af the Foreign Minister of the 

Netherlands, vho spoke on behalf Jf the European Economic Community, in which 

he expressed concern about the economic and the human rights situation in 

Sudan. I would refer in this respect to what I have already said a fev 

moments ago, namely that the Government of Sudan is eager to allow relief to 

reach all tbose vho need it throughout Sudan. This is a fact tbat the United 

Nations officials attest to and it proves that what vas said in the statement 

by the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands was without foundation and not 

supported by factual evidence. 

As for the comments by the representative of the United Kingdom at the 

pledging conference for the Horn of Africa, specifically with respect to the 

Darfur area, I wish to state that the food situation there is good; it is 
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just that the area lacks an adequats tranaportation network. We would refer 

in this respect to the huge project of rehabilitating the railroad aector 

under International Monetary Fund auspices which could have been carried out 

were it not for the obstacles that some of the donor countries continued to 

put in ita way even after the contracts were signed. The same type of 

obstruction has impeded our effOltB in the area of agricultural inputs. 

Notwithstanding, the allegation that half of Sudan’s population will starve is 

not to be believedt it is groundless. I am pleaaed to say that such 

over-pessimistic predictions will not come true and are without basis. The 

people of Sudan are alive and well. 

We also wish to point out that some of the donor countries uhose voices 

have been the loudest in criticizing us are those who have donated least: 

their donations which do not exceed a thousand tona of food have not reached 

UB to this date. 

There are many other hunan and social issues of great importance which 

continue to be in abeyance and which call for lasting stable solutions. One 

of such issues is the question of political asylum, a negative phenomenon 

which has been before us since the Second World War and the hotbeds of tension 

and political and military conflict that that war spawned in many of the 

countries of the developing world. I f  certain political, economic, social and 

climatic circumstances have contributed in the past to the intensification of 

the phenomenon in Africa, recent developments in the Horn of Africa have 

caused huge numbers of refugees to flee to neighbo-lring countries. Sudan has 

had a large share of that tragedy. We have received tens of thousands of our 

brethren from Ethiopia. Despite our limited resources and despite the fact 

that we are accommodating tens of thousands of ref.ugees, we have spared no 

effort to give them refuge. We have entered into an agreement with Ethiopia 
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and the Ofcica of the United Nations High Conxniaoioner for Refugees (UNHCR) on 

accommodating those refugcos, which proves our good intentions with respect- to 

permanent cooperation with all our neighbours. 

That agreement is a sign of the importance we att.ach to humanit.arian 

cooporation in sovoral fields. We wish to thank the Government of Ethiopia, 

the UNHCR and all tho States and economic groupings that have contributed to 

the success of this humanitarian effort. The status of refugee in A blot on 

the dignity of man, and is an anachronism in an age when wo have achieved 

great progress in other areas. We hope that Mrs. Sadako Ogata. the IJni ted 

Nations High Conmissioner for Refugees, will visit the Sudan to see first-hand 

the situation there rather than depending for information on certain donor 

countries and non-governmental organitatfons. That would block the way in the 

face of the current attempts at justifying interference in the internal 

affairs of sovereign States under the pretext of protecting human rights. 

Human rights, the right to live in peace and security and enjoy 

unhampered economic, social and cultural progress, should be among and no less 

than any of the major questions on the international agenda, such as the 

questions of disarmament, the granting of independence to colonixed countries, 

technology transfers and the establishment of an equitable international 

economic order. The best resource on Earth is man; man is God’s guardian of 

the planet. Because of economic, strategic and social circumstances, millions 

suffer from starvation and ignorance and are prevented from exercising the 

right to self-determination. Many people cannot lead a decent life or 

practice their religion because of policies imposed upon them. 

Things that may be valid for one society do not ne-essarily apply in the 

case of another; every system of thought and value should spring from the 

society itself. It should not be imposed from outside. Sudan has been 
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accused of cet:ain human rights violations: we want to make the truth known. 

We have established positive relations with the Commission on Human Bights and 

reported to it fully on the human rights situation in Sudan. Though we 

believe that the decision reached by the Commission is neither fair nor 

objective we shall cooperate with it as we have nothing to hide. We are 

committed to all human rights conventions to which we are signatories. 

Row can Sudan be accused of human rights violations when we have in fact 

brought dignity to the people of Sudan? We have applied the law, and have 

created circumstances favourable to the application of the rule of law. We 

have released all political detainees and have demolished the largest of 

detention camps, that which the colonial power built in the heyday of empire. 

We ask all our critics to hear us out, to listen to the testimony of 

parliamentarians and representatives of humanitarian groups and to be willing 

to see the facts. We are proud that for the first time in the history of 

armed conflict we applied the concept of the right of safe passage with a view 

to saving many lives. The world can also see that we contributed food and 

medicine to the victims of torture who have fled to Sudan after the recent 

developments in Ethopia, even though most of them were up in arms against the 

country. Their own country. 

The application of fslamic shariah in the Sudan does not deprive 

non-Muslims of their rights. Nor does it compromise the dignity of 

non-Muslims or prevent them from enjoying all their human rights. The 

application of the shariah system enables everyone to enjoy his rights and 

submit to the will of Sod. 

At this very important juncture in human and world history, we express 

our conviction that the new world order should be based on justice, 

non-interference ard respect for self-determination. 
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Thin eyrtem should be the means to prererve the dignity of man and it 

should be done through the internstional Organiration because It is universsl 

and the only body capable of preserving international peace and security. We 

will spare no effort in upholding this system which we await impatiently. 

Lm& (Lithuania): On behalf of the free people end the 

Government of Lithuania, I extend to Mr. Samir Shihabi sincere congratulations 

on his election to the office of President of the General Assembly at its 

forty-sixth session and I hope that his work will be crowned with success. I 

also take this opportunity to congratulate the Secretary-General, 

Mr. Javier Pirex de Cuillar, on his efforts at enhancing the role and prestige 

of the United Nationa and his contribution in promoting world peace and 

understanding among nations. 

Lithuania also wishes to express its gratitude to the many Governments 

that have helped us to make our way back to independence an easier one. In 

our country’s time of greatest need, there were Government8 that stood with 

our people as they sought to regain their rightful place in the international 

community. In particular, I would like to recoqnixe t.he friendly hand 

extended to us by the peoples of Iceland and our other Nordic neighbours. In 

my country they shall for ever be remembered for their courage and 

perseverance on our behalf. 

The people of Lithuania join with the peoples of Estonia and Latvia in 

rejoicinq on their admission to this world body. Two years ago, we linked 

Qands with our Baltic brothers and sisters in a human chain stretching 

600 kilometres from Vilnius to Riqa to Tallinn. On that. day the people of our 
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three countrior knew in their hoartr that tho truet forged in hsrdship among 

uo would lend ua out of bondage togothor. While uo are admltted to the United 

Rations as three, we celebrate a8 one. 

I have boon assigned by my Government to speak for a country that haa 

just emerged iron the dark night of oppression, blinded at first by the sudden 

light of froedon. Our people are elated and happy to joln the family of 

sovereign notions. We are well eware that the first etepe rlll be difficult, 

but we are happy to have thir opportunity to rhow that a free people can 

achieve morel and material well-being even under the moat adverse conditions. 

Lithuania is a centuries-old nation that has always endeavoured to live 

at peace in a region of the world often fought over by our larger neiqhboura. 

Situated at a European crossroads, the Lithuanian people established their own 

Stste in the thirteenth century. King Gedinioae, who in the fourteenth 

century reigned over a land that wae home to Lithuanians, Byelorussians, 

Ukrainians, Jewa and other nationalities, promoted the principles of tolerance 

and mutual respect among citizena. For the next five centuries, the 

descendants of Gediminas would foster and build upon these proud traditions, 

making them the cornerstone of the Lithuanian State. 

While Lithuania eventually fell victim to the expansionist policies of 

its larger neighbours and in the late eighteenth century wa8 partitioned 

between them, its people continued to strive for independence, never 

submitting to ruthless attempts to destroy their treasured traditions. With 

national awakening sweeping the captive nation8 of Eastern Europe, Lithuania 

was reborn on 16 February 1918, after 123 yeare of foreign rule. The Republic 

of Lithuania was proclaimed a democratic and independent State, and the 

enliyhtened foundiny fathers drev strength from the traditions of the previous 
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Lithuanian State in foaterinq toloranco brtuoen roli9ionm and reepect for the 

culture1 Identity of national ninoritisr. 

Lithuania was a full--fledged and active nnmbor of the Loaque of Nationr. 

The Republic of Lithuania provided shelter and mecur\ty for itm people and 

eetablished cultural, econonic, and political tiom with nations around the 

uorld. Pooplem of all oationalitiom, offorod the chance to live in poaco and 

prosperity in the Republic of Lithuania, nurtured their cultures and 

traditions. 

Yet, in 1940, all of this warn swept awny with the stroke of a pen. One 

year earlier the fate of the peoples of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia was 

decided in secret by two brutal dictators who represented two ruthlerm 

totalitarian systema. One year later, with Europe in the chaos of war, these 

three countries were quickly and silently erased from the world map. Hundred6 

of thousands of innocent human being8 were lost to Nazi and Stalinimt terror, 

and the hands of the clock of proqreaa stopped. 



(Ir. Simutis. Lithuania) 

In the years that f0il0wOa. our people vigorously resisted foreign rule. 

For nine years after the Second World War a guerrilla war raged in Lithuania's 

forests while Lithuanian freedom fighters were sacrificing their lives to 

resist foreign occupation of Our country. After the guerrilla war the 

Lithuanian people engaged in a protracted non-violent struggle to preserve 

their national identity. While they were forced to bury history books and 

hide any remembrance of our independent past, parents never stopped quietly 

telling their children of more joyous days, and these children would tell 

their children. 

And around the world Lithuanians. forced to leave their homeland for fear 

of deportation and imprisonment, ceaselessly laboured to prevent the complete 

disappearance of our nation's name from modern memory. Western democracies 

refused to recognise the illegal incorporation of the Baltic States into the 

Soviet Union and kept alive our hope that the day would soon come when 

Lithuania would return to the world. 

In 1988 Lithuania was again reborn. In one fateful summer, in the shadow 

of thousands of Lithuanian flags, we found our voice, and sang, arm in arm, as 

tanks rolled by us. We raised no hand, and fired no bullets, for all of US 

knew to be true the words ewpressed in a poem by the Lithuanian poet Waironis 

written decades earlier during the first Lithuanian rebirth: 

"You cannot stop the flow of the river, 

"You cannot halt the new rebirth". 

On 11 March 1999 the freely elected Supreme Council proclaimed the 

restoration of Lithuania's independence, and during the plebiscite on 

9 February this year the people overwhelmingly confirmed that Lithuania is, 

and shall remain, an independent, democratic Republic. We wish to express our 

sincere appreciation to observers from many countries who came to Lithuania 
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and were able to report on the validity of the elections to tbs Supreme 

Council and an tbe plebiscite on independence. 

Less than 10 months ago, on 13 January, peaceful and unarmed Lithuanian 

civilians defended their liberty and their legitimate Government by gathering 

in their thousands o&side the Parliament building and pledging never to 

retreat. That night, as the words of Lithuanian folk songs sung around 

bonfires drowned out the thunder of Soviet tank fire. peaceful resistance 

triumphed, but not without tragic loss. Before the smoke cleared the next 

morning ana tbe Soviet attempt to overthrow our democratically elected 

Government had failed, 13 of Lithuania's bravest men and uomen had died and 

hundreds more had been injured in the name of our independence. 

Our people's devotion to liberty and their peaceful effotts to defend 

their freedom have already proved a model to other nations. The 

disintegration of Soviet Communist power started in the occupied Baltic 

nations, since they were the first nations ruled by the Soviet Union to dare 

to protest openly and then to rebel against an oppressive, ruthless and 

arrogant totalitarian regime. Two months ago the spirit of peaceful but 

resolute resistance to dictatorship manifested itself iu Moscow, as Russians 

defended tbeir Parliament and the future of democracy. The message was the 

same : the tbirst for freedom will conquer all obstacles. 

But freedom is never easy, and it will not be so for us. We are all well 

aware of the difficulties confronting us. Our national economy is entering an 

intense period of reconstruction and reorganisation after years of central 

planning aad neglect. My Government is coaunitted to providing its people with 

the security and prosperity only a free market cau provide. Yet 

privatisation, price reform, introduction of our own convertible currency, 
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reorientation of industry and the esteblishment of a sound environment for the 

conduct of free trade rsqulre great patience. As the sxpsrience of other 

Eastern European countries has shown. thre transition from a cotmnand to e 

market economy is impossible without the support and active assistance of 

developed nations. Therefore, Lithuania looka forward to the advice and 

ssaistance of the United Nations family of agencies. 

As our world grows smaller and our awareness of our collective 

responsibility for its future increases, our efforts to protect what is truly 

one country, our planet, must be intensified. Lithuania now endures the 

terrible consequences of careless development and disregard for the 

environment. Pollution levels and waste residue are resching alarming levels 

in my country. In recent years various pollutants have tainted our dairy and 

farm products. And not a hundred miles from Lithuania’s capital there stands 

a monument to the utter disregard of previous Governments for human safety - 

the Ignalina nuclear power station. While the plant supplements energy 

supplies for a large portion of the Baltic region., safety considerations and 

waste disposal have not been given the attention they demand. It is my hope 

that the lessons we are now learniny as a result of the tragic consequences of 

the Chernobyl catastrophe. which also greatly affected my country, will 

underscore the frailty of our common home and encourage us to seek universal 

guidelines for environmental prot.ect.ion. 

Our country has over the past year been actively engaged in regional 

discussions on the clean-up of the Baltic Sea. Like many similar efforts 

taking place in other areas of the world, these multilateral consultations tlow 

lay the groundwork for an increase in coordinated efforts by the international 

communiry as a whole. 
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We are hopeful that the uorld economy and environment irrueo will improve 

throuyh conrtructive dialogue within the framework of the Unltod Nations 

system. We look forward to the United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development, scheduled to be held in Eraail in June nest year, aimed at laying 

the groundwork for international accord and cooperstion on these pivotal 

iSL3UO6. 

Wany who have addressed the Assembly beforo me have pointed to the new 

and truly wonderful opportunity offered the world community to bring b swift 

and lasting end to global tensions. In recent years the long-awaited chance 

for peace has come to regions previously suffering from constant conflict. We 

hope that from the Middle East to Asia, Central America and, yes, the Baltic 

States, nationa will soon be free from the threat of violence and will be 

able, many for the first time in their modern history, to address prensing 

economic, environmental and social concerns. We are for the peaceful, 

non-violent realization of the aslf-determination of nationa, and in this 

regard Lithuania, which won its independence through peaceful means, 

aubscribea fully to the provisions of the United Nations Charter calling for 

the settlement of disputes through dialogue and mutual understanding. 

Lithuania has no quarrel8 with any of its neighbours, wanting only to live in 

peace with all of them. 

It is with this end in mind that my Government has called for the removal 

of all Soviet troops from our aoil. Their presence in Lithuania is utterly 

illegal; it is not based on any treaty or agreement and Lithuania’s Government 

refusea to agree to their continued presence in our country. With the 

withdrawal of these armed forces not only will Lithuania be free to strengthen 

the institutions of its new democracy, hut the soldiers, so long the 
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Inrtrumentr of faceless geoerals miles away. my roturn to their homes and 

participate in the historic opportunity to rebuild their nations devsatated by 

70 years of neqlsct. 

Lithuania is very much concarned about the danger of proliferation of 

nuclear armament8 in the world. We welcome the proposals for a large-scale 

reduction of nuclear arms put forward by the President of the United States 

and the President of the Soviet Union. Houever, we are worried about the 

spread of such armaments to many other countties. The Supreme Counci 1 of the 

i&public of Lithuania has already voted to accede to the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Lithuania doss not have any such 

armaments and refuses to acquire them in the future. Lithuania’s Government 

hopes that the Soviet forces in Lithuania have no nuclear weapons in theii 

possession. Should that not be the case, Lithuania demands their immediate 

removal from its territory. Furthermore, Lithuania actively supports the 

establishment of a nuclear-arms-free zone extending from the Nordic countries 

in the north to the Black Soa in the south. 

I should now like to turn to a subject held most dear by the people of 

Lithuania: hwnan rights. Lithuania han welcomed and will continue to welcome 

the ioternationalization of human-rights monitoring. The rights of men, women 

and children transcend all boundaries. Lithuania is building a multiparty, 

democratic State which will protect the rights and freedoms of ail its 

citizens. Lithuania’s laws protect the cultural rights of all national 

minorities with the aim of enriching our country’s cultural heritage. 

Lithuania adds its voice tc\ the many voices calling for qreaLer 

international coordination in responding to crises around the globe. AS a 

nation which has sought the understanding, and through this the support, of 
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the international cosnsunity for its goals , we fully appreciate the need for 

swift response to prevent the aggravation of conflicts that threaten 

international peace. 

The idea of a new world order, of which so many have spoken, is an idea 

that gives real hope to nations and peoples tired of old tyrannies and 

distrustful of old rhetoric. It is the hope of my Government that this order 

will be based, not as past orders have been, on power politics. but on respect 

for human rights, dignity and self-determination. 

As President Landsbergis told this Assembly only last month, Lithuania 

wishes to see the old cynicism connected with politics rejected and hopes to 

see substituted for it a faith in progress based on higher values and on 

respect for individual human dignity. As Mr. Landsbergis stated: 

"if one person can lead a moral life, why cannot moral politics govern 

the world? If one can speak the truth, why cannot open truth govern 

politics?" (A/46/W.l. PD. 82-83) 

In closing, I should like to express once again our country's joy at the 

warm velcome we have received from this world body and people everywhere. We 

eagerly await the opportunity to join in the establishment of a secure future 

for all our children and look forward to many years of constructive 

cooperation in the United Nations, on vbich the hopes of humanity for a 

peaceful and just world order are based. 



The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): One representative 

wishes to speak in exercise of the right of reply. 

Hay I remind members that, in accordance with General Assembly decision 

34/401. statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to 10 minutes 

for the first intervention and to five for the second, and should be made by 

delegations from their seats. 

I call on the representative of France. 

Mr. MENAT (France) (interpretation from French): In his statement, 

the head of the delegation of the Solomon ISli3XIds called into question my 

country, in particular for the nuclear tests being carried out in French 

Polynesia. My delegation wishes to recall that the tests being conducted by 

France on its territory in no way affect the interests of the region's States, 

the health of the people living there or the environment. This has been amply 

demonstrated by on-site studies carried out by several national and 

international commissions and, in particular, by the results of a study 

carried out during a mission in March 1991 by several laboratories, including 

one from the International Atomic Energy Agency. Lastly, France is following 

a very broad-based information policy regarding its nuclear tests, a policy it 

intends to pursue while moving away from any polemics. 

The meetina rose at 12.50 u.m. 


